-2), s, " =+(15/32m)~'(J, J, + J,J,), and s', " = (15/32m)'t' J, '. In the disordered or pararotational ("para") phase, the molecules mainly feel the crystal field which tends to align them parallel (for V, &0) or perpendicular (for V, &0) to z. As 
Three equivalent techniques were used to explore the mean-field phase diagram. These are (1) the Landau expansion, ' (2) Fig. 2(a Fig. 2(b 
where Q& --(2w/a&3)j, Qz ---(n'/a)i -(m/aV3)j, Qe = -Q"-Q~, and a is the lattice constant. As Landau pointed out, ' one must look at higher-order
terms to decide what phase actually occurs.
There are no terms in the free energy which are of odd order in the X's. At the temperature at which the zero eigenvalues first develop, the fourth-order term in the free energy has the form E~l =e(X~'+X~'+Xe')' 
